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1. Select the correct option from the following questions
A.

(1 X5 =5)

Who among the following was a fourteenth-century chronicler ?

.

(a) Romila Thapar (b) Abul Fazal
(c) Ghiyasuddin Balban (d) Zia-ud-Din Baruni

B. From which country did Ibn Battutah travel to India ?
(a) Afganistan (b)China (c)Morco (d) Egypt
C. The Mahajanpad of vaishali was the world’s
(a) First Republic (b) Third Republic (c)First Monarchy (d) First Dictetorship
D. Who among the following was the leader of Civil Rights Movement of America ?
(a) Barak Obama (b) Rosa Parks (c) Nelson Mandela (d) None of these

A. The elevation of any land form is measure by the Ocean floor.
(a)Plain (B) Plateaus (C) Ocean Floor (D) None of these.
2.

Fill the Blanks with suitable words.

3.

1. The archives are places where ……………………………… are kept.
2. In a democracy, all citizens are …………….. before the law..
3. Civil Rights Movement began in 1950s in ………………………
4. ‘Some groups at the bottom level of the cast ladder are called ………………………………….
5. The Arabs called the Indian Sub continental……………………………………….
State the True or False
(1x 5 =5)
A. Rocks are the solid Particles made up of a mixture of minerals.
B. Igneous rocks are Primary or parental rocks.
C. It is the innermost layer of the earth called Mantle .
D. Universal Adult franchisee means , that all adults in the country are allowed to vote.
E. Urdu was the language of administration under the Delhi sultanat.

4.

MATCH COLUMN-A WITH COLUMN-B Column A Column B

1. Monarchy
2. Democracy
3. Regular Elections
4. Origin of Democracy
5. Political Party

5.

(1x 5 =5)

(1 x5 =5)

(a) Equality
(b) Feature of Democracy
(c) People with similar views on political issues
(d) Royal Family
(e) Ancient Greece

One word/Sentence answer question
A. Who was considered “foreigner” in the Past?
B. Who had completed the construction the Qutb Mianr In delhi?
C. Who was the founder of Slave Dynasty?
D. Which are two major components of the biotic and abiotic environment?
E. Name the three layers of the earth Interior?

(2 x5 =10)

6.

Very Short Answer type question

(3 x10 = 30)

A. What are the literary sources of history of the medieval period of India ?
B. How does the geography influence the history of region ?

7.

C. How was Rajiya Sultanat unique in the History of the Delhi Sultan.
D. Which ruler was the delhi Sultanat known as wisest as the fool
E. Define Democracy?
F. Why do you think that equality is the central theme of democracy?
G. What Do you mean by the Constitution of a Country?
H. Define an Ecosystem?
I. Differentiate between the Natural and Manmade Environment.
J. Define minerals.
K. Name three types of rocks and explain any one.
Long Answer type Question
A. How has the meaning of the term, ‘Hindustan’ changed over the centuries?
B. What is the role of Election in democracy?
C. Why the Plants and animals are inter depended on each other?
D. How rocks and minerals are are useful for the Human beings?

(5 x 4 =20)

